Hong Kong Lotusmind Co. Limited

Summer Internship Program 2022

Job Highlights

- Reach the latest I&T techniques and skills
- 10-12 weeks internship program
- HKD$ 15,000 per month

About the Company

Hong Kong Lotusmind Co. Limited is a high-tech company that was founded in 2019. Our pioneers have over 20 years of profound knowledge and expertise in different subjects such as the next generation vision algorithm, video codec algorithm, modern multi-core processor as well as deep neural network design and its acceleration algorithm. Furthermore, Lotusmind has been pursuing its research and development of advanced algorithm in multiple aspects like AI real-time holographic image processing, massively parallel computing and ultra-low power Compute-In-Memory etc. With these specific and innovative techniques, our chips can be greatly and widely applied in different smart IOT devices, VR/AR glasses and portable game consoles etc.

About the opportunity

- You are able to learn the latest techniques like Deep Learning, Robot Vision and FPGA Programming etc. that you might not be able to learn in university
- We can offer you a tailor-made training based on your background
- If you perform well and we see your potential, we might offer you an opportunity to transit into a permanent position with Lotusmind in September
- Offer you invaluable learning experiences as well as develop your knowledge of IT industry

Requirement

- Year 3-4 Undergraduate students or in the first or second year of postgraduate student from any universities in Faculty of Engineering who studied in Computer Science, Electronic Engineering or any computer related discipline are welcome
- Good mathematics, algorithm foundation and hardware coding capability are highly preferred
- Good command of spoken and written in English, Chinese and Mandarin
- Proactive, passionate, fast learner and willing to take challenges

Interested candidates who meet the criteria above, please submit your application attaching your CV to jessiesin@lotusmind.co with email subject: “Application for I&T Summer Internship Program”. We welcome graduates who will bring fresh perspectives, knowledge and techniques to our products and business. Join us now to unleash your full potential!